Now hiring!

SENIOR CLOUD ENGINEER
Soft ware Cloud Solutions

Location: Tampa Bay, FL

Starting date: Immediately or by agreement

Type: Full-time

Datagrate is a small consulting with the character of a start-up based in Florida's Tampa Bay Area. We are a young

About us

and motivated team that, working together, engineers customized IT software solutions for clients like US
Cellular, American Homes 4 Rent, General Electric and many more. Our enthusiasm for new technology is what
connects us; it is how we passionately promote the digital transformation to our customers.

- Planning and implementation of cloud solutions in AWS, Azure and GCP for modern software stacks.
- You will develop cloud solutions which scale automatically and provision into a multi-cloud environment using

What you?ll do

Infrastructure as a code methologies
- Design and build architectures for multi-cloud using Terraform, Ansible, and Consul for Service Mesh
- Ability to present technical ideas, high-level concepts and solutions to internal and external team members with
varying degrees of technical knowledge
- Build and strenghten the relationship to our partner companies like Hashicorp and Elastic
- We conduct our customer projects in part at our offices and in part at our customer?s premises. Up to 50 % travel.

- Be an expert in Software Cloud Architecture, Software Development Lifecycles and learn new technologies quickly!
- You are interested in working in the consulting environment. Professional appearance and good communication

Who you are

skills are important to us. We hire for attitude and train for skills!
- You have experience with AWS, Azure, Hashicorp as well as knowledge of software DevOps processes and software
development in microservice environments.
- Technologies and solutions like Java, AWS, Terraform, Service Mesh, etc are familiar to you
- You already have knowledge of Kubernetes, Microservices, Dockerc etc. or are willing to acquire that knowledge
- Sharing our company values and echoing our mission is a very important task for all our consultants

- Ability to build strong IT consulting skills and get experienced in enterprise cloud environments
- Exciting project deployments - you will get the ability to work in projects for well know American companies

What we offer

- The possibility of implementing your own ideas and integrating new technologies.
- We offer certifications and trainings in areas like application integration, DevOps, and many more

Interested? Please send your application to jobs@datagrate.com

Datagrate, Inc. - 150 2nd Ave N Suite # 550 - St . Petersburg, FL 33707 - (312) 957-5727

